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In this paper, a formula is given for the Mo bius number +(1, Sn) of the subgroup
lattice of the symmetric group Sn . This formula involves the Mo bius numbers of
certain transitive subgroups of Sn . When n has at most two (not necessarily distinct)
prime factors or n is a power of two, this formula is refined so that it involves only
the Mo bius numbers of certain primitive subgroups of Sn . Using the O’Nan-Scott
Theorem, the classification of finite simple groups, and the refined formula, the
exact value of +(1, Sn) is determined when n is prime, twice a prime, or a power of
two. For certain primes p, |+(1, S2p)|{(2p)!2. This result gives a negative answer
to a question raised by Stanley.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULTS
Stanley has asked whether the Mo bius number +(1, Sn) of the subgroup
lattice of the symmetric group Sn is equal to (&1)n&1 ( |Aut(Sn)|2) for all
n>1 (see [18]). This equality has been shown to hold for n11, by
Wensley for n8 (see [18]) and by Pahlings and Pfeiffer for 9n11
([13]). In this paper, we will give a formula for +(1, Sn), involving the
Mo bius numbers of certain transitive subgroups, that holds for all n>1, and
then refine this formula for certain values of n to give a formula involving
the Mo bius numbers of certain primitive subgroups. Using this second for-
mula, along with the O’Nan-Scott Theorem and the classification of finite
simple groups, we will calculate +(1, Sn) for all n which are prime, twice a
prime, or a power of two. This will give three infinite classes for which the
equality given above always holds, and a class for which the equality does
not hold, thereby giving a negative answer to Stanley’s question. In the
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us to calculate +(1, An) in certain cases. This will give counterexamples
to two recent conjectures, the conjecture of Pahlings that +(1, Sn)+
+(1, An)=0 (see [13]), and the conjecture of Welker on the homotopy
type of the order complex associated to the subgroup lattice of An (see
[19]). The exact calculation of +(1, Sn) depends on the knowledge of
+(1, H ) for certain H satisfying L2(q)HAut(L2(q)), for odd prime
powers q. The calculation of +(1, H ) for these groups is straightforward,
since all subgroups of L2(q) are known (see [4]). The results are given in
Appendix A at the end of this paper. The remainder of this section contains
the basic definitions and main results of the paper.
Definition 1.1. Let n # N. An odd involution is an element of order 2
in Sn which is not contained in An . The following sets of subgroups of Sn
will appear throughout the paper:
(a) Cn=[H<Sn : H is transitive and contains an odd involution]
(b) Pn=[H # Cn : H is primitive]
(c) In=Cn"Pn .
Remark 1.2. Note that in (a) above, H # Cn implies that H is a proper
subgroup of Sn .














(1) n=p p prime
(2) n=p2 p prime
(3a) n=2p p an odd prime
(3b) n=pr p, r distinct odd primes
(4) n=2a a # N
(5) n=12.
Remark 1.5. Case (1) above follows immediately from Proposition 1.3.
Case (5) is obtained by direct calculation with the use of Crapo’s comple-
ment theorem (see [2]) and no proof will be given in this paper. Cases (3a)
and (4) will be proved in full detail. The proofs in cases (2) and (3b) are
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similar to that in case (3a), and will be given in less detail. There are
no values of n known to the author for which the formula given in
Theorem 1.4 does not hold.





Remark 1.7. Proposition 1.3 and Theorem 1.6 were obtained independ-
ently by Herbert Pahlings (see [13]). Corollary 3.2, which is an improve-
ment of an earlier version proved by the author, was first seen by the
author in [13].
Theorem 1.8. Let n=2p, p an odd prime. Then
+(1, Sn)={








Remark 1.9. This result settles Stanley’s question, but does not prove
that there are infinitely many n for which |+(1, Sn)|{n!2.





2. THE STRUCTURE AND MO BIUS NUMBER OF
CERTAIN ORBIT LATTICES
The results in this section will be used throughout the paper. They are
presented together here since they might also be of interest in other com-
binatorial settings (see e.g. [15]).
In what follows, 0 and 1 will denote, respectively, the minimum and
maximum elements of an arbitrary finite lattice. Also, [n] will denote
the set [1, 2, ..., n] and 6n is the poset of partitions of [n] into subsets,
ordered by refinement. Thus if X=[X1; ...; Xr] and Y=[Y1 ; ...; Ys] are
elements of 6n , then XY if and only if each Xi is a subset of some Yj .
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Definition 2.1. Let GSn . The orbit lattice of G (called the lattice of
periods in [15]) is
P(G, [n])=[X # 6n : the orbits of some HG are the parts of X ].
The partial order on P(G, [n]) is inherited from the refinement order
on 6n . The importance of P(G, [n]) to the calculation of +(1, G ) is made
clear by the following lemma, which appears in many places and is an
immediate consequence of Crapo’s closure theorem [3].
Lemma 2.2. Let GSn be transitive and let P=P(G, [n]). Then
:
HG, H transitive
+(1, H)=+P(0 , 1 ).
Corollary 2.3. Let GSn with G*=G & An transitive. Set P=
P(G, [n]) and P*=P(G*, [n]). Let T be the set of transitive subgroups
of G which are not contained in G*. Then
:
H # T
+(1, H )=+P(0 , 1 )&+P*(0 , 1 ).
Applying Corollary 2.3 to Sn and An will yield a first formula for
+(1, Sn), which will be refined to produce the main results of this paper.
Clearly P(Sn , [n])=6n . Let R1 be the first rank of 6n , that is, the set of
all partitions of [n] into one pair and n&2 singletons. It is easy to show
that P(An , [n])=6n"R1 .
The next result follows immediately from Crapo’s complement theorem
([2]) and will be used repeatedly.
Proposition 2.4. Let HSn with H 3 An . If H does not contain an odd
involution, then +(1, H )=0.
Proof. If H 3 An and H contains no odd involution, then H contains
no complement to H & An . K
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+(1, H )=+P(0 , 1 )&+P*(0 , 1 ).
Note that if 0<X # P* then +P*(X, 1 )=+P(X, 1 ). It follows that
+P(0 , 1 )&+P*(0 , 1 )=& :
X # R1
+P(X, 1 ).
Now |R1|=( n2), and for each X # R1 the interval [X, 1 ]P is isomorphic
to 6n&1 . The proposition now follows immediately from the well known
fact that +6k(0 , 1 )=(&1)
k&1 (k&1)! . K
We next study certain orbit lattices which will appear throughout the paper.
Definition 2.6. (a) An equipartition of [n] is any 9 # 6n such that 9
has k parts of size l, with kl=n. Unless otherwise stated, we assume
1<k<n.
(b) For any equipartition 9 # 6n , we define G9 to be the stabilizer
of 9 in Sn , that is, the group of all g # Sn which permute the parts of 9.
G9 and G9 & An are transitive. We will describe P(G9 , [n]) and
P(G9 & An , [n]) and then apply Lemma 2.2.
Definition 2.7. Let 9=[E1 ; ...; Ek] be an equipartition of [n] and let
X=[X1 ; ...; Xr] # 6n . (9, X ) is a balanced pair if 9 66n X=1 6n and for all
i # [r], |Xi & Ej | is independent of j # [k].
For example, if 9=[[1, 2, 3]; [4, 5, 6]], X=[[1, 4]; [2, 3, 5, 6]] and
Y=[[1, 2, 5]; [3, 4, 6]] then (9, X ) is a balanced pair, but (9, Y ) is not
a balanced pair since |[1, 2, 5] & [1, 2, 3]|{|[1, 2, 5] & [4, 5, 6]|.
Lemma 2.8. Let 9=[E1 ; ...; Ek] be an equipartition of [n] with |E1|=l
and let X=[X1 ; ...; Xr] # 6n . Set G=G9 , P=P(G, [n]), G*=G & An ,
and P*=P(G*, [n]). Then
(1) X # P if and only if for each part Yt of Y=9 66n X, the parts of
9 contained in Yt and the parts of X contained in Yt determine a balanced
pair of partitions of Yt .
(2) P*P, and W=[W1; ...; Ws] # P"P* if and only if W is of one
of the types described below.
Type A: W=[[x, y]; n&2 singletons] with [x, y]Ei for some
i # [k].
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Type B: W=[[x1 , y1]; [x2 , y2]; ...; [xl , yl]; n&2l singletons], with
l odd and [x1 , ..., xl] and [ y1 , ..., yl] both parts of 9.
Type C: W=[[x1 , x2]; [x3]; ...; [xl]; Wl ; ...; Ws], with l even,
[x1 , ..., xl] a part of 9, |Wj & Et |1 for all j>1 and t # [k]
(and W is not of type A).
Proof. (1) ( O ) Let HG have orbits given by X # P, and assume
that Xi , Ec , and Ed are all contained in Yt with x # Xi & Ec and y # Xi & Ed .
There is some h # H with xh=y, so (Xi & Ec)h=Xi & Ed and |Xi & Ec |=
|Xi & Ed |. It remains to show that if Xi and Ec are contained in the
same part of Y then Xi & Ec{<. Let Ic=[i # [r] : Xi & Ec{<] and let
Dc=[d # [k] : Ed & Xi{< for some i # Ic]. If d # Dc , there is some i # Ic
such that Xi & Ec and Xi & Ed are both nonempty, so E hc=Ed for some
h # H (since H stabilizes 9 ). Thus (Xj & Ec)h=Xj & Ed for all j # Ic .
It follows that Ic=Id and that d # Dc Ed=i # Ic Xi is the part of Y con-
taining Ec , and we are done.
( o ) For each i # [r] we may write
Xi=[xa11 , xa21 , ..., xam 1 , xa1 2 , ..., xam2 , ..., xamci ],
with a1<a2< } } } <am and xaj b # Eaj . Set
hi=(xa11xa21 } } } xam 1xa12 } } } xam 2 } } } xam ci).
Let h=>ri=1 hi . Then h # G and (h) has orbits given by X, so X # P.
(2) ( O ) Let W=[W1; ...; Ws] # P and let H=G & >si=1 SWi be the
subgroup of G which is maximal with respect to having orbits given by W.
Let H*=H & An . If H*=H then W # P*. Now assume [H : H*]=2.
For each i # [s], fix xi # Wi . If the stabilizer Hxi is not contained in An ,
then [H* : H*xi]=[H : Hxi] and Wi is an H*-orbit. If HxiAn then
[H* : H*xi]=
1
2 [H : Hxi] and Wi splits into two H*-orbits. It follows that
W # P"P* if and only if H 3 An and HxAn for some x # [n]. Assume
that these last two conditions hold, so W # P"P*. We may assume that
x # E1 & W1 (and that |W1|>1).
If |W1 & E1|>2, let y, z # (W1 & E1)"[x]. Then ( yz) # Hx , contradicting
HxAn . If |Wi & Ej |>1 for some (i, j){(1, 1), let y, z # Wi & Ej .
Then ( yz) # Hx , again a contradiction. Therefore, |W1 & E1|2 and
|Wi & Ej |1 for (i, j){(1, 1).
We first consider the case |W1 & E1|=2. If |Wi |=1 for all i>1 then W
is of type A. Now assume |Wi |>1 for some i>1. By part (1) of this
lemma, |W1 & Ej |=0 or 2 for all j # [k]. Since |W1 & Ej |1 for j>1,
W1E1 . It follows that E1 is the union of W1 and l&2 singletons, each
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of which is a part of W. If l is even then W is of type C. Now assume that
l is odd. We may assume that |W2|>1. Since |W2 & Ej |1 for all j # [k],
we may assume that W2 & E2 and W2 & E3 are nonempty. Now using the
notation from the proof of part (1), we have I2=I3 , so we may assume
that |Wi & E2|=|Wi & E3|=1 for 2il+1. It follows that there exists a
product of l transpositions in H which exchanges E2 and E3 and fixes x.
Since l is odd, this contradicts HxAn . Therefore, if |W1 & E1|=2 then W
is of type A or type C.
Finally, we consider the case |W1 & E1|=1. In this case, |Wi & Ej |=0 or
1 for all pairs (i, j). Let h # H, and let h # Sk give the action of h on the
parts of 9. Each m-cycle of h determines l m-cycles of h. If l is even, then
h # An , and since h is arbitrary, HAn , a contradiction. Therefore, l is odd.
If |W1|>2 then we may assume that |W1 & E2|=|W1 & E3|=1, and as in
the previous paragraph there exists a product of l transpositions in Hx
exchanging E2 and E3 , a contradiction. Therefore, |W1|=2 and we may
assume |W1 & E2|=1. By part (1), we may assume that |Wi & E1|=
|Wi & E2|=1 for 1il. If |Wi |=1 for i>l then W is of type B.
Otherwise, we may assume that |Wl+1 & E3|=|Wl+1 & E4|=1. Again, we
get a contradiction by producing a product of l transpositions in Hx which
exchange E3 and E4 . Therefore, if |W1 & E1|=1 then W is of type B and
we are done.
( o ) All partitions of types A, B, and C satisfy the condition given
in (1) and are therefore in P. If W is of type A, then the only subgroup of
Sn having orbits given by W is generated by a transposition, so W  P*. If
W is of type B, then the only subgroup of G with orbits given by W is
generated by an involution which is the product of l transpositions,
and since l is odd, W  P*. If W is of type C, we may assume that
[x1 , ..., xl]=E1 . Let K<Sn be maximal with respect to having orbits
given by W. Then any h # G & K with xh1=x2 is of the form h=(x1x2) g,
where g fixes xi for 3il and g acts on [E2 , ..., Ek]. Let g # Sk&1
describe this action of g. Any m-cycle of g determines l m-cycles of g. Since
l is even, g # An , so h  An . Therefore, no subgroup of G* has orbits given
by W, and W  P*. K
Corollary 2.9. Let 9=[E1 ; ...; Ek] be an equipartition of [n], with
|Ei |=l. Set P=P(G9 , [n]). Then
+P(0 , 1 )=(&1)
k+l (k&1)! l !k&1 (l&1)!
Proof. Here we will allow k=1 and proceed by induction on k. The
case k=1 is trivial, since P=6n . Now assume k>1 and set E=[E1 ;
i>1 Ei] # P. Using Weisner’s Theorem, we have X7E=0 +P(X, 1 )=0
(see e.g. [18]). Let 0 <X=[X1; ...; Xr] # P with X7P E=0 . Assume
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(for contradiction) that |Xi & E1|>1 for some i, so [x, y]Xi & E1 . Then
(xy) # G9 has orbits given by Y=[[x, y]; n&2 singletons], so Y # P
with 0 <YX7P E, a contradiction. Therefore, we may assume that
|Xi & E1|=1 for 1il and Xi & E1=< for l<ir. Let Xi & E1=[xi]
for i # [l]. Then X76n E=[[x1]; ...; [xl]; X1"x1 ; ...; Xl"xl ; Xl+1; ...; Xr].
By Lemma 2.8, X76n E # P, so X76n E=X7P E. Since X7P E=0 , X has
the following properties: |Xi |=2 if 1il, |Xi |=1 if l<ir, and by
Lemma 2.8,  li=1 Xi=E1 _ Ej for some j>1. Note that any X with these
properties is in P. There are (k&1) l ! ways to choose such an X. Fix any
such X=[[x1 , y1]; ...; [xl , yl ]; n&2l singletons], with xi # E1 , yi # Ej .
Identifying the symbols xi and yi (and thereby the parts E1 and Ej) deter-
mines a lattice isomorphism [X, 1 ]P$Q, where Q=P(G8 , [n]"E1) and
8=[E2 ; ...; Ek].
By induction, +Q(0 , 1 )=(&1)
k+l&1 (k&2)! l !k&2 (l&1)!, and by
Weisner’s Theorem, +P(0 , 1 )=&(k&1) l ! +Q(0 , 1 )=(&1)
k+l (k&1)!_
l!k&1 (l&1)!. K
Lemma 2.10. Let 9=[E1 ; ...; Ek] be an equipartition of [n] with
|E1|=l. Set G=G9 , P=P(G, [n]), G*=G & An , P*=P(G*, [n]). Let
W # P"P*. Then
(1) If W is of type A or type C, then +P(W, 1 )=0.
(2) If W is of type B, then +P(W, 1 )=(&1)
k+l+1 (k&2)! l!k&2 (l&1)!
Proof. (2) follows immediately from Corollary 2.9 and its proof, so we
need to prove (1). If W is of type A or type C, we may assume that
W1E1 with |W1|=2, and |Wi & Ej |=1 or 0 for (i, j){(1, 1). Let
E=[E1 ; i>1 Ei] # P. Note that W<E. We will show that if Y # P with
Y7P E=W, then Y=W. Weisner’s Theorem will then give (1). Let
Y=[Y1 ; ...; Yn] # P with Y>W. We may assume that W1Y1 . If YE
then Y7P E=Y>W, so assume Y 3 E. Then Y1 & Ei{< for some i>1.
Since |Y1 & E1|2, |Y1 & Ei |2 by Lemma 2.8. Since W<Y, there exist
(by the proof of Lemma 2.8) J[k] and R[r] such that 1, i # J, 1 # R,
and j # J Ej=r # R Wr . Set F=[E1 ;  j # J"[1] Ej ;  j # [k]"J Ej], and let
Z=Y76n F. By Lemma 2.8, both F and Z are in P. Since W<Y and
WF, WZ. Since Z has a part containing Y1 & Ei and W has no such
part, W<ZY7P E and we are done. K
Corollary 2.11. Let 9=[E1; ...; Ek] be an equipartition of [n] with
|E1|=l. Let G=G9 , P=P(G, [n]), G*=G & An , P*=P(G*, [n]). Then




(2) If l is even, then +P(0 , 1 )=+P*(0 , 1 ).
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Proof. Every W of type A or B in P"P* is an atom in P, and by
Lemma 2.10 every W of type C satisfies +P(W, 1 )=0. It follows that
+P*(X, 1 )=+P(X, 1 ) for every X # P* other than 0 . Therefore,
+P(0 , 1 )&+P*(0 , 1 )=& :
W # P"P*
+P(W, 1 ).
If l is odd, there are ( k2) l ! partitions W of type B in P"P*. The corollary
now follows from Lemmas 2.8 and 2.10. K
Definition 2.12. Let \=[R1 ; ...; Rk] and %=[T1 ; ...; Tl] be equiparti-
tions of [n]. We call [\, %] an orthogonal pair if kl=n and |Ri & Tj |=1
for all i # [k] and j # [l].
Given an orthogonal pair [\, %], set G\, %=G\ & G%Sn . Consider the
k_l array A(\, %)=(aij), with [aij]=Ri & Tj . Using this array, we identify
[n] with [k]_[l] in the obvious way, and G\, % then consists of all
elements of Sn which permute the rows and columns of A(\, %). It is clear
that G\, % is transitive, and since any permutation of the rows commutes
with any permutation of the columns, we have G\, %$Sk_Sl . Moreover, if
KSk and LSl have orbits given respectively by A=[A1 ; ...; Ar] # 6k
and B=[B1 ; ...; Bs] # 6l , then the orbits of K_LG\, % are given by
A_B=[A1_B1 ; ...; Ar_Bs] # 6k_l .
We will study orthogonal pairs [\, %] such that gcd(k, l )=1. This
condition is necessary for proving the following lemma, which describes the
set of coatoms in P(G\, % , [n]).
Lemma 2.13. Let [\=[R1 ; ...; Rk], %=[T1 ; ...; Tl]] be an orthogonal
pair with kl=n and gcd(k, l )=1. Set G=G\, % and P=P(G, [n]). For
I[k], set XI=[i # I Ri ;  i  I Ri] and for J[l], set YJ=[ j # J Tj ;
j  J Tj]. Let M be the set of coatoms of P. Then
M=[XI : <{I/[k]] _ [YJ : <{J/[l]].
Proof. If we set K=SI_S[k]"ISk and L=Sl , then the argument in
above paragraph shows that XI # P. The proof for YJ is the same.
Now let E=[E1 ; ...; Em] # P. Set I1=[i # [k] : E1 & Ri {<] and J1=
[ j # [l] : E1 & Tj {<]. If I1{[k] then EXI1 by Lemma 2.8. Similarly,
if J1{[l] then EYJ1 . If I1=[k] and J1=[l] then by Lemma 2.8 there
exist c, d # N such that |E1 & Ri |=c for all i # [k] and |E1 & Tj |=d for all
j # [l]. Therefore, ck=|E1|=dl. Since gcd(k, l )=1, c=l and |E1|=n. This
means E=1 and we are done. K
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Remark 2.14. The example n=4, \=[[1, 2][3, 4]], %=[[1, 3][2, 4]],
E=[[1, 4][2, 3]] # M shows that Lemma 2.13 does not hold without the
condition gcd(k, l )=1.
We will use Lemma 2.13 to compute +P(0 , 1 ) without giving an explicit
description of P=P(G\, % , [n]). We require the following fact, which is
well known and easy to prove by induction.
Lemma 2.15. Let L be a finite lattice and let M be the set of coatoms of
L. Define L to be the meet semilattice generated by M with 1 adjoined. Then
for all x # L,
+L(x, 1 )={+L (x, 1
 )
0
if x # L
otherwise.
Lemma 2.16. Let [ \=[R1 ; ...; Rk], %=[T1 ; ...; Tl]] be an orthogonal
pair with kl=n and gcd(k, l )=1. Set G=G\, % and P=P(G, [n]). Define
P as in Lemma 2.15. Then P $6k_6l .
Proof. Let 1 {X # P . Then by Lemma 2.13, X=(ai=1 XIi)7(
b
j=1 YJj )
for some I1 , ..., Ia[k] and J1 , ..., Jb[l]. Define #i=[Ii ; [k]"Ii] # 6k
for each i # [a], and define $j similarly for each j # [b]. Set 1=
ai=1 #i # 6k and 2=
b
j=1 $j # 6l . It is straightforward to verify that the
map X [ (1, 2) is the desired isomorphismnote that X determines a
partition of the rows of A(\, %) which is given by 1 and a partition of the
columns which is given by 2. K
Corollary 2.17. Let \, %, G=G\, % , P=P(G, [n]) be as in Lemma 2.16.
Then
+P(0 , 1 )=(&1)
k+l (k&1)! (l&1)!
When k and l are odd and relatively prime, we can also compute
+P*(0 , 1 ), where G*=G\, % & An and P*=P(G*, [n]). As above, we will
use the array A(\, %) to identify [n] with [k]_[l].
Lemma 2.18. Let [ \=[R1 ; ...; Rk], %=[T1 ; ...; Tl]] be an orthogonal
pair with k, l odd and gcd(k, l )=1. Set G=G\, % , P=P(G, [n]), G*=
G & An , P*=P(G*, [n]). Let M and M* be the respective sets of coatoms
of P and P*. Then G* is transitive and M*=M.
Proof. Let (g, h) # G$Sk_Sl . Since k and l are odd, when we con-
sider GSn , (g, h) # An if and only if sgnSk(g)=sgnSl (h). Since k, l>2,
Ak_AlG* is transitive. Recall from Lemma 2.13 that M=[XI : <{
I/[k]] _ [YJ : <{J/[l]]. Let <{I/[k], and set K=SI_S[k]"ISk
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and L=Sl . Using the description of G* given above, it is straightforward
to verify that (K_L) & G* has orbits given by XI , so XI # M*. A similar
argument shows that YJ # M*. Since P*P, M*=M. K
The following lemma is well known and easy to prove by induction.
Lemma 2.19. Let L be a finite lattice, and let M be the set of coatoms
of L. Let 0=[JM : J=< or L [M # J]{0 ]. Then
+L(0 , 1 )=& :
J # 0
(&1) |J|.
Definition 2.20. Let [ \ = [R1 ; ...; Rk], % = [T1 ; ...; Tl]] be an
orthogonal pair with k, l odd and gcd(k, l )=1. Set G=G\, % , P=P(G, [n]),
G*=G & An , P*=P(G*, [n]). Define P as in Lemma 2.15. We define 5
to be the set of all X # P such that the only HG with orbits given by X
is generated by an odd involution.
Corollary 2.21. Let \, %, G=G\, % , P=P(G, [n]), G*=G & An ,
P*=P(G*, [n]), P , and 5 be as in Definition 2.20. Then
+P(0 , 1 )&+P*(0 , 1 )=& :
X # 5
+P (X, 1 ).
Proof. Define 0 as in Lemma 2.19 with L=P, and set
0*=[J # 0 : P* [M # J]=0 ].
By Lemmas 2.18 and 2.19, +P(0 , 1 )&+P*(0 , 1 )=&J # 0* (&1)
|J|. Note
that if J # 0"0* and HG is maximal with respect to having orbits
given by X=P [M # J], then H & An{1, so X  5. It follows that
J # 0* if and only if P [M # J] # 5. For X # 5, set MX=[JM :
P [M # J]=X ]. Then by Lemma 2.19, +P(X, 1 )=J # MX (&1)
|J|. By
Lemma 2.15, +P(X, 1 )=+P (X, 1 ) for all X # 5. Therefore,




(&1) |J|= & :
X # 5
+P (X, 1 ). K
We now determine the elements of 5.
Lemma 2.22. Let [ \=[R1 ; ...; Rk], %=[T1 ; ...; Tl]] be an orthogonal
pair with k, l odd and gcd(k, l )=1. Set G=G\, % , P=P(G, [n]),
G*=G & An , P*=P(G*, [n]). Set [aij]=Ri & Tj , and let X # P. Then
X # 5 if and only if X satisfies one of the following conditions:
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(a) There exist c, d # [k] such that
X=[[ac1 , ad1]; [ac2 , ad2]; ...; [acl , adl]; n&2l singletons].
(b) There exist c, d # [l] such that
X=[[a1c , a1d ]; [a2c , a2d ]; ...; [akc , akd]; n&2k singletons].
Proof. If X satisfies (a) then the only subgroup of G with orbits given
by X is generated by (ac1 ad1) } } } (acl adl). Since l is odd, X # 5. A similar
argument shows that if X satisfies (b) then X # 5.
Now let 0 <X # P , and let X [ (1 # 6k , 2 # 6l) be the map described
in the proof of Lemma 2.16. Let KSk and LSl be the respective
stabilizers of 1 and 2. Then K_LG has orbits given by X, so K_L is
generated by an odd involution. It follows that one of 1, 2 is an atom in
the partition lattice containing it, and the other is 0 . Therefore, (a) or (b)
holds. K
Corollary 2.23. Let [ \=[R1 ; ...; Rk], %=[T1 ; ...; Tl]] be an
orthogonal pair with k, l odd and gcd(k, l )=1. Set G=G\, % , P=P(G, [n]),
G*=G & An , P*=P(G*, [n]). Then
+P(0 , 1 )&+P*(0 , 1 )=
1
2 (k ! (l&1)!+l ! (k&1)!).
Proof. Let X # 5 satisfy condition (a) of Lemma 2.22, and let
X [ (1, 2) be the map described above. Then 1=[[c, d ]; k&2
singletons] and 2=0 . By Lemma 2.16, +P (X, 1 )=+6k(1, 1 ) +6l(0 , 1 )=
&(k&2)! (l&1)!. There are ( k2) X # 5 satisfying (a). Similarly, if X # 5
satisfies condition (b) of Lemma 2.22 then +P (X, 1 )=&(l&2)! (k&1)!,
and there are ( l2 ) such X. The corollary now follows from Corol-
lary 2.21. K
3. THE CASE n=p
If n=p is prime, then Cn=Pn and it follows trivially from Proposition 2.5
that +(1, Sn)=n!2&H # Pn +(1, H ). We next describe Pn . It is known that
every transitive subgroup of Sp is either almost simple or affine. We begin
by showing that Pp does not contain any almost simple subgroups of Sp .
From Guralnick’s list of possible socles for primitive almost simple groups
of prime power degree ([7]), we get the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let p be a prime and let HSp be primitive and almost
simple. Let S=soc(H ). Then one of the following cases holds:
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(1) S=Ap .
(2) S=Ld (q) acting on the 1-spaces or hyperplanes of its natural
projective space, with d prime and p=(qd&1)(q&1).
(3) S=L2(11) acting on cosets of A5 .
(4) S is one of the Mathieu groups M23 or M11 .
Corollary 3.2. Let p be a prime. Then any transitive proper subgroup
of Sp which is not contained in Ap has a nontrivial normal p-subgroup.
Proof. We must examine cases (2), (3), (4) of Lemma 3.1. Since the
Mathieu groups of case (4) are complete, and the action of L2(11) on the
cosets of A5 does not extend to PGL2(11) (see [4]), the only interesting
case is (2). In this case, the action of L=Ld (q) can be extended to the
semidirect product APAut(L), where A$Aut(Fq) and P$PGLd (q), but
not to Aut(L) if d>2. First assume d>2. If A contains an involution, then
q is a square, from which it follows easily that (qd&1)(q&1) is composite,
a contradiction. Therefore, [AP : P]=|A| is odd. Since d is odd, so is
[P : L]=gcd(d, q&1). Therefore, [AP : L] is odd, and since LAp ,
APAp . If d=2, then p=q+1 is a Fermat prime, so q=22
a
. In this case,
P=L, so AP=AL. We will show that either AAp or AL=Sp . Let x
generate A$Z2a . For 0ba, the fixed points of x2
b
on the projective line
over Fq are those spanned by (0, 1) and (1, :) with : # F22b . Therefore, x




)2b) 2b-cycles for 1ba. It follows
that x # Ap unless a=1, in which case p=5, L=L2(4)$A5 , and AL=S5 .
By the O’Nan-Scott theorem (see e.g. [10]), the only transitive proper
subgroups of Sp which are not almost simple are affine and contain a non-
trivial normal p-subgroup. K





Proof. Let TSp be the set of transitive subgroups of Sp which contain





Any H # TSp is contained in exactly one of ( p&2)! subgroups isomorphic
to Zp&1Zp . Let N=AP be one such subgroup, so N=NSp(P) with |P|=p.
Then N contains one conjugacy class of involutions, each of which fixes
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a point. If p#1 (mod 4) then these involutions are contained in Ap
and TSp=<. Now assume p#3 (mod 4). For each k # N such that
2 |k| ( p&1), N contains a unique subgroup BP # TSp with |BP|=kp (and
all subgroups of N contained in TSp are of this form). BP contains p com-
plements to P, all of which are maximal in BP and cyclic of order k. By
Crapo’s complement theorem, +(1, BP)=&p+(k). Therefore,
:
H # TSp
+(1, H )=&( p&2)! p :
2 |k| ( p&1)
+(k)=0.
The last equality above holds because ( p&1)2 is odd, so that
2 |k| ( p&1) +(k)=&k| ( p&1)2 +(k)=0. K
4. THE CASE n=2p
Stanley’s question is answered in this section. We will prove Theo-
rem 1.4(3a) in full detail here, and calculate H # Pn +(1, H ).
Definition 4.1. Let n=2p, p an odd prime. An equipartition 9 # 6n
is of type A if 9 has 2 parts of size p. 9 is of type B if 9 has p parts of
size 2.
Clearly every equipartition of [n] is of type A or type B. Our first step
is to determine HG9 , H # In +(1, H ) for each equipartition 9 # 6n . Note
that if HG9 for some equipartition 9, then H is of course imprimitive,
so H # In if and only if H # Cn .
Lemma 4.2. Let 9 be an equipartition of [n=2p], p an odd prime, and
let G=G9 . Then
(1) If 9 is of type A, then HG, H # In +(1, H )=&p! ( p&1)!
(2) If 9 is of type B, then HG, H # In +(1, H )=0.
Proof. Set P=P(G, [n]), G*=G & An , P*=P(G*, [n]). In either case,
HG, H # In +(1, H )=+P(0 , 1 )&+P*(0 , 1 ) by Corollary 2.3 and Proposi-
tion 2.4. The lemma now follows immediately from Corollary 2.11. K
We next determine which transitive subgroups of S2p stabilize more than
one equipartition. For arbitrary n # N and h # Sn , supp(h) will denote the
set of elements of [n] which are not fixed by h.
Lemma 4.3. Let n=2p, p an odd prime, and let HSn be transitive.
H stabilizes more than one equipartition of [n] if and only if one of the
following two cases holds:
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(1) There exists an orthogonal pair [_, {] such that the only equi-
partitions stabilized by H are _ and {.
(2) H$D2p is regular, and H stabilizes one partition _ of type A,
and p partitions {1 , {2 , ..., {p of type B, all of which are orthogonal to _.
Proof. Assume HSn is transitive and stabilizes more than one
equipartition. Since H is transitive, there is some h # H with |h|=p.
If |supp(h)|=p, then the only equipartition stabilized by h is [supp(h);
[n]"supp(h)]. Therefore, supp(h)=[n] and we may assume h=
(12 } } } p)( p+1 } } } 2p). The only equipartitions stabilized by h are
_=[[1, ..., p]; [ p+1, ..., 2p]],
{1=[[1, p+1]; [2, p+2]; ...; [ p, 2p]],
{2=[[1, p+2]; [2, p+3]; ...; [ p, p+1]],
b
{p=[[1, 2p]; [2, p+1]; ...; [ p, 2p&1]].
Therefore, if (1) does not hold, H stabilizes {i and {j for some i{j. For
each {i let gi # Sn be the involution whose 2-cycles are the parts of {i ,
so for example g1=(1 p+1)(2 p+2) } } } ( p 2p). Then the stabilizer
G{i=CSn(gi), and for any i, j, G{i & G{j=CSn(( gi , gj) ). Now for any i{j,
( gi , gj) =( gk : k # [ p]) $D2p is a right regular representation of D2p with
respect to some numbering of the elements of D2p . It is well-known that the
centralizer in Sn of such a group is the left regular representation of D2p
with respect to the same numbering, so (2) holds. K
Given the above lemmas, we will compute H # In +(1, H ) using inclu-
sion-exclusion. We require one more fact, which will be used along with
Lemma 2.2 to determine the contribution of elements of In which stabilize
an orthogonal pair of equipartitions.
Lemma 4.4. Let [_, {] be an orthogonal pair of equipartitions of
[n=2p]. Let G=G_, { . Then G & An is not transitive.
Proof. Let _=[B1 ; B2], {=[C1 ; ...; Cp]. Define A(_, {)=(aij) with
[aij]=Bi & Cj as before. Note that if g # G fixes B1 (setwise), then g has
the same cycle shape on B2 as it does on B1 , so g # An . Now let
h=> pj=1 (a1j a2j). Since p is odd, h # G"An . Every k # G with Bk1=B2 is of
the form k=hg, where g fixes B1 . Therefore, any such k is not in An . K
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Proof. By Proposition 2.5, it is sufficient to show that H # In +(1, H)=0.
Let E be the set of equipartitions of [n] and let O be the set of orthogonal
pairs of equipartitions of [n]. Then by Lemma 4.3
:
H # In
+(1, H )= :
9 # E
:
HG9 , H # In
+(1, H)& 
[_, {] # O
:
HG_, { , H # In
+(1, H ).
Indeed, if H # In stabilizes an orthogonal pair and no other partitions then
+(1, H ) is counted twice in the first sum and once in the second sum, and
if H$D2p is regular then +(1, H ) is counted p+1 times in the first sum
and p times in the second sum.
Now there are 12 (
2p









p + p! ( p&1)!
Also, |O|= 12 (
2p
p ) p!, so by Corollary 2.17 and Lemma 4.4
:
[_, {] # O
:





p + p! ( p&1)!
and we are done. K
We now calculate H # Pn +(1, H ). By the O’Nan-Scott theorem, any
H # Pn is almost simple. Liebeck and Saxl have determined all the possi-
bilities for soc(H ) whenever H is an almost simple primitive permutation
group of degree mp, where p is prime and m<p ([11]). By examining each
case to see if it is possible that m=2, we get the following theorem.
Theorem 4.6. Let n=2p, p an odd prime, and let HSn be primitive.
If soc(H ){An , then one of the following cases holds:
(a) n=10, soc(H)=A5 acting on the 2-subsets of [5].
(b) n=q+1, q=r2a for some odd prime r and positive integer a,
soc(H )=L2(q) acting on 1-spaces.
(c) n=22, soc(H)=M22 .
We can determine +(1, Sn) for all n=2p through careful examination of
the cases given in Theorem 4.6. We handle case (c) first.
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Lemma 4.7. Let H$Aut(M22). Then
(1) H has one conjugacy class of maximal subgroups of index 22.
(2) If K is a maximal subgroup of index 22 in H, then the image of
the homomorphism from H to S22 determined by the action of H on the
cosets of K contains an odd involution.
(3) +(1, H )=&|H |.
Proof. The first claim follows immediately from information on page 42
of [6], since M22 contains a unique conjugacy class of subgroups of
index 22. The second claim follows from examination of the permutation
character for the action of H on K, as given in [1], where it is shown that
the image of H in S22 contains an involution with no fixed points. The
third claim was proved by Pfeiffer using the GAP software ([14]). K
Lemma 4.8. Let L$L2(r2
a
) and let A=Aut(L). Let PA with
P$PGL2(r2
a
). If LHA with [H : H & P]>2 then +(1, H )=0.
Proof. It is well known that AP$Z2a , so HH & P is a cyclic 2-group,
as is any complement C to H & P in H. If |C|>2 then |C| is not squarefree
and +(1, C)=0. The lemma follows from Crapo’s complement theorem. K
In the notation of the above lemma, it remains to examine groups H
satisfying LH( f ) P, where f is the the automorphism of L induced
by an automorphism of Fr2a of order 2. Since ( f ) PL$V (the Klein
4-group), these groups are L, P, ( f ) L, X, and ( f ) P. Here X satisfies
[X : L]=2 and X  [P, ( f ) L].
Lemma 4.9. In the above notation, +(1, X )=+(1, ( f ) P)=0.
Proof. Assume (for contradiction) that C is a complement to L in X.
Then C is generated by an involution of the form fx, x # P"L. This means
that f (x)=x&1. Consider the algebraic group L $L2(F r). We may assume
that f is the Frobenius endomorphism of L such that the fixed points of f 2
in L are the elements of P. By Lang’s Theorem (see [17]), there is some
y # L such that x=y&1f ( y). Then x&1=f ( y)&1 y and f (x)=f ( y)&1 f 2( y),
so by the definition of x, y=f 2( y). This means y # P. Since L is charac-
teristic in P, f ( y) and y&1 are in the same coset of L in P. It follows that
x # L, a contradiction. Therefore, there is no complement to L in X. Now
assume (again for contradiction) that C is a complement to L in ( f ) P.
Then C contains three involutions which are not in L. Neither P nor
( f ) L contains two of these involutions, so one of them must be contained
in X. However, such an involution generates a complement to L in X,
contradicting what we proved above. Therefore, ( f ) P contains no com-
plement to L. Now apply Crapo’s complement theorem. K
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Lemma 4.10. Let L, P, A, f be as above. Set n=r2a+1 and let
.: A/Sn be the homomorphism induced by the natural action of A on the
projective line. Let t # P"L be an involution. Then
(1) .(t)  An
(2) .( f )  An  a=1 and r#3 (mod 4).
Proof. (1) If r2a#1 (mod 4) then .(t) has no fixed points and is there-
fore a product of (r2a+1)2 transpositions. If r2a#3 (mod 4) then .(t) has
two fixed points and is therefore a product of (r2a&1)2 transpositions. In
either case, .(t) is odd.
(2) If a>1 then f is a square in A, so .( f ) # An . If a=1 then .( f )
has 1+r fixed points and is therefore a product of (1+r2&(1+r))2=
(r(r&1))2 transpositions. K
Since .(L)An , the above lemma says that it remains to determine
+(1, P) and +(1, ( f ) L) when L$L2(r2) and f is a field automorphism. In
the case of ( f ) L, we may further assume that r#1 or 4 (mod 5), since
r2+1=2p and in the case p=5 we have ( f ) L2(9)$S6 . The required
results are stated in the appendix, and we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 4.11. Let n=2p with p an odd prime, and let H # Pn . Then one
of the following holds:
(a) +(1, H )=0.
(b) H$PGL2(r), where r=n&1 is prime and r#5 (mod 8). In this
case, +(1, H )=|H |2.
(c) n=10, H$S5 acting on 2-subsets of [5], and +(1, H )=|H |2.
(d) n=10, H$S6 acting on the projective line over F9 , and
+(1, H )=&|H |.
(e) n=22, H$Aut(M22) and +(1, H )=&|H |.
We now have enough information to determine +(1, S2p).
Theorem 4.12. Let n=2p, p an odd prime. Then
+(1, Sn)={
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Proof. We use the results stated in the Theorem 4.11. In the first case
given in this theorem, Pn contains one conjugacy class of self-normalizing
subgroups isomorphic to PGL2(n&1), each satisfying +(1, P)=|P|2,
so H # Pn +(1, H )=n!2. If n=22 then Pn contains one conjugacy class
of self-normalizing subgroups isomorphic to Aut(M22), each satisfying
+(1, H )=&|H |, so H # Pn +(1, H )=&n!. If n=10, then Pn contains
10!5! subgroups isomorphic to S5 and 10!(2_6!) subgroups isomorphic
to S6 . By parts (c) and (d) of Theorem 4.11, H # Pn +(1, H)=0. For every
other n=2p, any H # Pn satisfies +(1, H )=0, so H # Pn +(1, H)=0. Now
apply Theorem 4.5. K
We finish this section by examining +(1, An) for n=2p. Pahlings has
conjectured ([13]) that +(1, Sn)++(1, An)=0 for all n, and Welker has
conjectured ([19]) that the order complex associated to the lattice of
subgroups of An has the homotopy type of n!2 spheres Sn&4 for all
n>6, from which it would follow that |+(1, An)|=n!2 for all n{6. By
Theorem 4.12, at least one of these conjectures must be false. The following
theorem will provide counterexamples to both conjectures.
Theorem 4.13. Let n=2p, p an odd prime. Let PR&n be the set of all
primitive H<Sn such that H{An . Then




Proof. The theorem is equivalent to the statement that  +(1, H)=0,




+(1, H )=& :
H transitive
+(1, H )=&+6n(0 , 1 )=(n&1)!
It remains to calculate H # IMn +(1, H ), where IMn is the set of all transi-
tive but imprimitive subgroups of Sn . We will use inclusion-exclusion as in
the proof of Theorem 4.5. Fix an equipartition 8 # 6n of type A. Let T8
be the set of transitive subgroups of G8 . By Corollary 2.9,
:
H # T8
+(1, H )=&p! ( p&1)!
Similarly, if 8 is an equipartition of type B, then
:
H # T8
+(1, H )=&2 p&1( p&1)!
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There are 12(
n
p) equipartitions of type A and n!p! 2
p equipartitions of type






where E is the set of equipartitions of [n]. By Proposition 2.4 and Lem-
mas 4.3 and 4.4, all subgroups which appear more than once in the above
double sum and satisfy +(1, H ){0 are in In . More precisely, each regular
D2p appears p+1 times and any other subgroup which stabilizes an
orthogonal pair appears twice. Let O be the set of orthogonal pairs of
equipartitions of [n]. As in the proof of Theorem 4.5, we must adjust the
double sum by subtracting
:
[_, {] # O
:










and we are done. K
Corollary 4.14. +(1, S62)++(1, A62)=&62!
Proof. By Theorem 4.6, PR&62 consists of one conjugacy class of
62!61(612&1) subgroups isomorphic to PGL2(61) and one conjugacy






Therefore, H # PR&
62
+(1, H )=62!. K
Corollary 4.15. +(1, A14)=14! (so the chain complex of the subgroup
lattice of A14 does not have the homotopy type of 14!2 10-spheres).
Proof. By Theorem 4.6, PR&14 consists of one conjugacy class of
14!13(132&1) subgroups isomorphic to PGL2(13) and one conjugacy
class containing the same number of subgroups isomorphic to L2(13). By
Theorem A.1,
+(1, PGL2(13))=|L2(13)|=&+(1, L2(13)),
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so H # PR&14 +(1, H )=0 and +(1, A14)=&+(1, S14). By Theorem 4.12,
+(1, S14)=&14!. K
5. THE CASES n=p2 AND n=pr
Let p, r be distinct odd primes. The proofs that H # In +(1, H )=0 when
n=p2 and n=pr are similar to the proof for n=2p. The proofs of some of
the necessary lemmas in these cases will be given in less detail then was
given for the proofs of the corresponding lemmas in the case n=2p. Note
that Lemma 5.6 follows from Theorem 2 of [12]. We begin with the
following easy lemma, which holds for all n # N and will also be used in
Section 6.
Lemma 5.1. Let 8=[X1 ; X2 ; ...; Xr] and 9=[Y1 ; Y2; ...; Ys] be equi-
partitions of [n] such that the stabilizer G=G8 & G9Sn of both 8 and 9
is transitive. Then there exists some c # N such that for all i # [r], j # [s],
|Xi & Yj |=0 or c.
Proof. Assume that both Xi & Yj and Xk & Yl are nonempty. Let
x # Xi & Yj , y # Xk & Yl . Since G is transitive, there is some g # G with
xg=y. Since g stabilizes both 8 and 9, X gi =Xk and Y
g
j =Yl . Therefore,
(Xi & Yj) g=(Xk & Yl) and |Xi & Yj |=|Xk & Yl |. K
We first examine the case n=p2.
Proposition 5.2. Let _=[X1 ; ...; Xp] and {=[Y1 ; ...; Yp] be distinct
equipartitions of [n=p2], with respective stabilizers G_ , G{Sn . Then
G_ & G{ is transitive if and only if [_, {] is an orthogonal pair.
Proof. ( o ) was proved in Section 2 and ( O ) follows immediately
from Lemma 5.1, since p is prime. K
Lemma 5.3. Let _, {, \ be equipartitions of [n=p2], with respective
stabilizers G_ , G{ , G\Sn . If K=G_ & G{ & G\ is transitive, then KAn .
In particular, K contains no odd involution.
Proof. By Proposition 5.2, _, {, and \ are pairwise orthogonal.
Consider the array A(_, {) described in Section 2, and let G=G_ & G{ .
Then KG and G=G1_G2 , with each Gi$Sp . Let Ki be the projection
of K on Gi and let Ki=K & Gi . Assume K is transitive. Then both Ki are
transitive subgroups of Sp . Since Ki \Ki, each Ki is either trivial or
transitive. If both Ki are trivial, then there is an isomorphism : K 1  K 2
such that K=[(k, (k)): k # K1]. Since p is odd, sgnSn((k, (k)))=
sgnSp(k) sgnSp((k)). Since K
1 is a primitive subgroup of Sp , K1 is either
almost simple or affine. If K1 is almost simple then by Corollary 3.2, either
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K1Ap or K1=Sp . In either case, k and (k) have the same parity in Sp
for all k # K1, so KAp2 . If K1 is affine and h, k # K1 have the same order,
then h and k are conjugate in Sp . Again k and (k) have the same parity
in Sp for all k # K1, so KAn .
Now we consider the case where K1 is transitive on the rows of
A=A(_, {). Let \=[R1 ; ...; Rp]. We color the p2 boxes in the array A with
the colors [1, ..., p] so that box (i, j) gets color k if aij # Rk . Since \ is
orthogonal to both _ and {, this makes A a Latin square, and any y # K
permutes the rows and columns of A and the p color classes. If k # K1 fixes
a row of A, then since k fixes all columns of A, k must fix all color classes.
It follows immediately that k=1, so K1 is regular on the rows of A. There-
fore, K1$Zp and K1 is affine. Since K2 is transitive and K2K2$K1K1 can
be embedded in NSp(Zp)Zp$Zp&1 , K2 is transitive. By the above argu-
ment, K2$Zp and K2 is affine. It follows that there is an isomorphism
: K1  K 2 such that K=[(kx, (k)y): k # K 1, x # K1 , y # K2]. Note that x
and y are always even in Sp . As in the above paragraph, k and (k) have
the same parity in Sp for all k in K1, since K1 is affine. Therefore, kx and
(k)y have the same parity in Sp , and KAn . K
Lemma 5.4. Let [_, {] be an orthogonal pair of equipartitions of
[n=p2], with respective stabilizers G_ , G{ . Set G=G_ & G{ . Then
:
HG, H # Cn
+(1, H )=p! ( p&1)!
Proof. As above, we have G=G1_G2 with each Gi$Sp . For HG,
let Hi be the projection of H to Gi . Let P1(H ) # 6p be given by the orbits
of H 1 on the rows of A(_, {), and P2(H ) # 6p be given by the orbits of H2
on the columns. There is some MG which is maximal with respect to the
property Pi (M )=Pi (H ) for i=1, 2. Also, for every P, Q # 6p there exists
some HG such that P1(H )=P and P2(H)=Q. Therefore, there is a
closure on the lattice L(G) of subgroups of G whose image is L(G)$
6p_6p and H =G if and only if H1 and H2 are transitive. Similarly, there
is a closure on L(G & An) whose image is isomorphic to (6p_6p)"R1 .
Here R1 is the first rank of 6p_6p , consisting of all pairs (P1 , P2) such
that one Pi consists of p&2 singletons and a 2-set, and the other consists
of p singletons. Let P=6p_6p . There are 2( p2) X # P such that X # R1 ,
and for each such X, the interval [X, 1 ]P is isomorphic to 6p_6p&1. Let
T1, 2 be the set of all HG such that H1 and H 2 are transitive. It follows
from the above information and an easy calculation using Crapo’s closure
theorem that
:
H # T1, 2
+(1, H )& :
H # T1, 2 , HAn
+(1, H )=& :
X # R1
+P(X, 1 )=p! ( p&1)!
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It is now sufficient to show that if H # T1, 2 and H is not transitive, then
HAn . Indeed, this will show that HG, H # Cn +(1, H ) is equal to the
difference on the left side of the above equation. Let Hi=H & Gi . If both
Hi are transitive and H is not transitive, then both Hi must be trivial. Then
H is a diagonal subgroup of G, and the argument used in the proof of
Lemma 5.3 shows that HAn . K







Proof. There are n!p! p+1 equipartitions and n!2p!2 orthogonal pairs
of equipartitions of [n]. The theorem now follows from Corollary 2.11
and Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4, using the argument found in the proof of
Theorem 4.5. K
Now we look at the case n=pr, where p>r with both p, r prime.
Lemma 5.6. Let n=pr, with both p and r odd primes and p>r. If H # In ,
then either H stabilizes a unique equipartition of [n] or H stabilizes an
orthogonal pair and no other equipartitions.
Proof. If transitive H stabilizes _=[X1 ; ...; Xp] and {=[Y1 ; ...; Yr]
then it follows immediately from Lemma 5.1 that [_, {] is an orthogonal
pair, since p, r are prime. An element x of order p in transitive HSn can
stabilize at most one equipartition 9 with r parts of size p, since the cycles
of x must define parts of 9 (as r<p) and two distinct equipartitions which
share a part cannot be stabilized simultaneously by a transitive group.
It remains to show that H cannot stabilize two equipartitions with p
parts of size r. Assume (for contradiction) that H # Cn does stabilize two
such partitions, and let MH be the stabilizer of a point. Then there
exist subgroups K, L such that MK, LH with [K : M]=[L : M]=r
and [H : K]=[H : L]=p. Let C=coreH(K), D=coreH(L). Note that
C & D=coreH(M )=1. Set H =HD, so H is a primitive permutation
group on the coset space L"H. Then C =CDC$C, and if C{1, C is
transitive on L"H. Assume (for contradiction) that this is the case, so
[C : L & C]=p. Note that M & C=K & L & C=L & C, and that M is
maximal in K. Therefore, K=MC and r=[K : M]=[C : M & C]=p, a
contradiction. We have shown that C=1, so the action of H on the coset
space K"H embeds H in Sp as a transitive subgroup. We must show that
any transitive HSp containing two subgroups K, L of index p, both of
which contain a subgroup M of index pr in H, cannot contain an element
which acts as an odd involution on the coset space M"H. If HSp is
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affine, let P \H with P$Zp . Any two subgroups K, L of index p in H are
distinct complements to P and therefore intersect trivially. In this case,
M=1 and |H |=pr is odd, so H contains no involution. If H is almost
simple, then S=soc(H ) is one of the groups mentioned in Lemma 3.1.
It is straightforward to show that H cannot satisfy all of the required
conditions (the only interesting case being case (2) of Lemma 3.1). K







Proof. There are n!(r! p!r) partitions of [n] into r parts of size p,
n!( p! r! p) partitions of [n] into p parts of size r, and n!( p! r!) orthogonal
pairs of equipartitions of [n]. The theorem now follows from Corollary 2.3,
Corollary 2.11, Corollary 2.23, and Lemma 5.6, again using the argument
found in the proof of Theorem 4.5. K
Remark 5.8. If p is an odd prime such that r=( p&1)2 is also prime,
then the action of Sp on (
[ p]
2 ) embeds Sp into Spr so that Sp # Ppr .
This gives another class of examples for which +(1, Sn){(&1)n&1 (n!2).
For example, if n=55, the possible socles for elements of Pn are A11 as
described above, M11 , and L2(11) acting on the cosets of either A4 or D12
(see [11]). Since M11 is complete, the only elements of P55 which con-
tribute to +(1, S55) are the |S55||S11| copies of S11 and 2( |S55||PGL2(11)| )
copies of PGL2(11). Since +(1, S11) = |S11|2 by Theorem 3.3 and
+(1, PGL2(11))=|PGL2(11)|2 by Theorem A.1, it follows that +(1, S55)=
&55!. However, the situation is not always this pleasant. For instance,
in order to calculate +(1, S21) using the above results, one needs to
find +(1, H) for all H # P21 with soc(H )=L3(4). Note also that the
embedding of S5 into S10 is of the type described in the remark, and there
are other elements of P10 which cancel the contribution of S5 , so that
H # P10 +(1, H )=0.
6. THE CASE n=2a
Here we will again make use of Crapo’s complement theorem. Let A=n
be the set of complements to An in Sn (so A=n is the set of subgroups
which are generated by an odd involution). For H # In , let S(H ) be the
set of subgroups of H. Then the set of complements to H & An in H is
S(H ) & A=n . This immediately gives the following lemma.
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Lemma 6.1. H # In +(1, H )=&t # An= tH # In +(t, H ).
Our goal is to show that tH # In +(t, H )=0 for any fixed t # A
=
n . We
will use inclusion-exclusion on the set of equipartitions of n=2a stabilized
by t as in Section 4. Here it is difficult to determine the set of all equiparti-
tions stabilized by t, but we will avoid this difficulty by showing that every
term in the inclusion-exclusion sum is equal to 0.
Lemma 6.2. Let n=2a, and fix t # A=n such that t is not generated by a
transposition. Let [91 , 92 , ..., 9k] be a set of equipartitions of [n] such
that tG9i (the stabilizer of 9i in Sn) for all i # [k] and such that
G= i # [k] G9i is transitive. Let TRt, G be the set of transitive subgroups of
G which contain t. Then
:
H # TRt, G
+(t, H )=0.
Proof. By Crapo’s closure theorem, it is sufficient to show that there is
some KG such that t<K and K has the same orbits as t. Identify the
subgroup t with the odd involution t that generates it, and write t as the
product of disjoint transpositions t=t1t2 } } } tm with m>1. Let P2 be a
Sylow 2-subgroup of G containing t. Since n=2a, P2 is transitive. Let z be
an involution in the center of P2 (it is well known that such a z exists).
Since the centralizer in Sn of any transitive subgroup is semiregular, z has
no fixed points. Write z as a product of b=n2 disjoint transpositions,
z=z1 z2 } } } zb . Let 8z=[Z1 ; Z2 ; ...; Zb] be the equipartition of [n] such
that Zi=supp(zi). Then the stabilizer of 8z in Sn is the centralizer of z.
Since t centralizes z, for every ti one of the following cases holds:
(1) There exists some j such that ti=zj .
(2) There exist j, k, l such that |supp(ti) & supp(zk)|=|supp(ti) &
supp(zl)|=|supp(tj) & supp(zk)|=|supp(tj) & supp(zl)|=1 and (ti tj , zkzl) is
a 4-group.
Since m is odd, there exist an odd number of ti for which case (1) holds.
In particular, there is at least one such ti , so we may assume that t1=z1 .
Now fix any 9i=[X1 ; ...; Xr]. Since the transitive group P2 stabilizes
both 9i and 8z , we may apply Lemma 5.1. Therefore, one of the following
holds:
(a) |Xj & Zk |=0 or 1 for all j, k
(b) |Xj & Zk |=0 or 2 for all j, k.
Assume (for contradiction) that (a) holds. Since z # P2 , z stabilizes 9i .
Since (a) holds, z does not fix any part Xj . Fix any l such that tl=zl . Then
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t exchanges the two parts of 9i which intersect supp(tl). The union of these
two parts is the union of the support of some of the tk . Since each part has
2d elements for some d>0, there must be an even number of tk which
satisfy case (1) above involved in the exchange of these two parts. We can
throw aside these two parts and continue this process, each time throwing
aside evenly many tk which satisfy case (1). However, we must eventually
throw aside an odd number of tk satisfying case (1), which gives the desired
contradiction.
Therefore, each 9i satisfies (b) above. In particular, for every i,
supp(t1)=supp(z1) is contained in a part of 9i . It follows that t1 # G and
<t, t1>G has the same orbits as t. K





Proof. Let Et be the set of equipartitions of [n] stabilized by t. For each
nonempty FEt let GF be the stabilizer in Sn of all the equipartitions in
F. Define TRt, GF as in Lemma 6.2. Then
:
tH # In
+(t, H )=& :
<{FEt
(&1) |F| :
H # TRt, GF
+(t, H ).
This double sum is 0, since each subsum is 0 by Lemma 6.2. K
It remains to examine a complement to An which is generated by a trans-
position.
Lemma 6.4. Let HSn be the stabilizer of n&k points (so H$Sk), with
k<n, and let H<KSn with NK (H )=H. Then K is the stabilizer of
n&k&1 points (so K$Sk+1).
Proof. We may assume that supp(H )=[k]. Let 1=supp(K), so
k<|1 |n. Let 01 be the K-orbit containing [k]. If 0=[k] then
K=H_L for some 1{LS1"0 , a contradiction. By conjugating H by
appropriate elements of K, we see that S2K for every 20 such that
|2|=k. It follows that |0|=k+1 and S0K. Therefore, K=S0_L for
some LS1"0 , and NK (H )=H forces L=1 (that is, 1=0). K
Corollary 6.5. Let 1{HSn be the stabilizer of k points. Then
+(H, Sn)=(&1)k k!
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Proof. If k=1 then H is maximal in Sn and the formula holds, so we
proceed by induction on k. If k>1, by Lemma 6.4 there are k subgroups
KSn satisfying H<K and NK (H )=H. By inductive hypothesis and the
lemma, +(K, Sn)=(&1)k&1 (k&1)! for all such K. The corollary now
follows immediately from the application of Weisner’s theorem to the set
[KSn : NK (H )=H]. K
Remark 6.6. A homotopy version of Corollary 6.5 has been obtained
by Ga bor Ivanyos ([8]).
Corollary 6.7. If t # A=n is generated by a transposition, then +(t, Sn)=
(&1)n&2 (n&2)!.




Proof. Let TRt be the set of transitive subgroups of Sn containing t.
It is well known that the only primitive subgroup of Sn containing t is Sn .
Therefore, TRt=[Sn] _ [H # In : tH]. Let Pt # 6n be the partition
given by the orbits of t. An appropriate variation of Lemma 2.2 gives
+(t, Sn)+ :
tH # In
+(t, H )= :
H # TRt
+(t, H )
=+6n(Pt , 1 )=(&1)
n&2 (n&2)!=+(t, Sn),
giving the desired result. K







Proof. This follows immediately from the discussion at the beginning of
this section and Corollaries 6.3 and 6.8. K
As before, we will use the O’Nan-Scott theorem to describe Pn and
calculate H # Pn +(1, H).
Lemma 6.10. Let n=2a. Then H # Pn +(1, H )=0.
Proof. We may assume a>2. By the O’Nan-Scott theorem, if HSn is
primitive, one of the following cases must hold:
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(1) H is affine: Then HGV$AGLa(2), where V$Z a2 acts
regularly and G$GLa(2) acts naturally. Every nonidentity element of V is
the product of 2a&1 transpositions, so VAn . G is simple, so GAn .
Therefore, HAn and H  Pn .
(2) H is almost simple: All primitive almost simple groups of degree
pa for any prime p have been determined by Guralnick ([7]). From
Guralnick’s list, it is immediate that if H # Pn then soc(H )$Ld (q) for some
prime d and prime power q=rb, with 2a=(qd&1)(q&1). It is easy to
show that d=2 and b=1, so q is prime. Therefore, H # Pn O H$PGL2(q),
and 2a=q+1. Since a>2, q#7 (mod 8). By Theorem A.1, +(1, H )=0.
(3) H has the product action: Then there is some set 1 with |1 |=2k,
1<k<a, such that we can identify [n] with 1 l, l=ak, and HKN. Here
N$S l2k acts on 1
l componentwise, and K$Sl permutes the components.
Note that if k=1 then we are in the affine case. We will show that both
K and N are contained in An , so that H  Pn . Let s # K be the involution
such that (a1 , a2 , a3 , ..., al)s=(a2 , a1 , a3 , ..., al). Then the fixed points of s
are the (2k) l&1 l-tuples of the form (a, a, a3 , ..., al). Since k>1, |supp(s)|=
(2k) l&1 (2k&1) is divisible by 4, and s # An . Since K is generated by
conjugates of s, KAn . Now let g=(t, 1, 1, , ..., 1) # N with t # S2k a trans-
position. Then |supp(g)|=2(2k) l&1 is divisible by 4, so g # An . Since N is
generated by KN-conjugates of g, NAn .
We have examined all possible cases and shown that H # Pn O
+(1, H )=0. K





APPENDIX A: THE MO BIUS NUMBERS OF CERTAIN
TWO DIMENSIONAL PROJECTIVE LINEAR GROUPS
In order to determine +(1, S2p) and +(1, S2p)++(1, A2p) for odd primes p,
we need to determine +(1, H ) for certain H satisfying L2(q)H
Aut(L2(q)), where q is an odd prime power. Since the entire subgroup
lattice of L2(q) is known (see [4]), the required Mo bius numbers are easily
calculated. Proofs of the two theorems stated directly below appear in both
[5] and [16].
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Theorem A.1. Let p>3 be prime. Then
(1) +(1, PGL2( pa))|L2( pa)|={10
a=1, p#3, 5 (mod 8)
otherwise
(2) +(1, L2( p))|L2( p)|={
2 q#1, 4 (mod 5) q#1, 7 (mod 8)
1 q#1, 4 (mod 5) q#3, 5 (mod 8)
0 q#2, 3 (mod 5) q#1, 7 (mod 8)
&1 q#0, 2, 3 (mod 5) q#3, 5 (mod 8)
(3) +(1, L2( p2))|L2( p2)|={02
p#0, 1, 4 (mod 5)
p#2, 3 (mod 5)















The other projective linear groups which need to be examined are of
the form H=( f ) L, where L$L2(r2) and f is a field automorphism. The
restriction r2+1=2p, p>5 an odd prime, allows us to assume r#1 or 4
(mod 5).
Theorem A.3. Let r>3 be prime with r#1 or 4 (mod 5). Let
L$L2(r2) and let f be the automorphism of L induced by the automorphism
of Fr2 of order two. Then +(1, ( f ) L)=0.
Proof. We will use Crapo’s complement theorem. Every complement to
L in ( f ) L is conjugate to f in A=Aut(L). Since CA( f )=( f ) P, with
P$PGL2(r)<L, there are r2(r4&1)r(r2&1)=r(r2+1) complements to L
in ( f ) L. Therefore,
+(1, ( f ) L)=&r(r2+1) +f (1, L)
where +f is the Mo bius function on Pf , the lattice of subgroups of L
normalized by f.
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Let PV be the projective space on which A acts naturally. Using the
results in [4], we see that if H # Pf with H{L then one of the following
cases holds:
(F1) H is cyclic or dihedral, and H fixes a set of two points of PV
which is also fixed by f.
(F2) H contains a nontrivial normal r-subgroup, and H fixes a
unique point of PV which is also fixed by f.
(F3) H$A4 or S4 .
(F4) H$A5 .
(F5) H$L2(r) or PGL2(r).
We will write (for example) H # (F1) if H is described in (F1), and
examine each case separately.
(F1). Let Df be the set of maximal dihedral subgroups of L which are
fixed by f. Then D # Df if and only if D=CL(t) for some involution




HD, H # Pf
+(1, H )=0,
we can calculate H # (F1) +(1, H) by determining which H have been counted
more than once in the above sum. If H is contained in more than one
D # Df then H$1, Z2 , or V (the Klein 4-group). P contains r2 involutions,
so 1 is counted r2 times. If H$Z2 # Pf then H is generated by an involu-
tion t # P. There are ( r+12 ) t # P with CP(t)$D2(r&1) , and each such t is
counted r times in the double sum. There are ( r2) t # P with CP(t)$D2(r+1) ,
and each such t is counted r+2 times. Of course +f (1, t)=&1 for all t. If
H # Pf with H$V then either HP or f centralizes exactly one involution
in H. In the second case, +f (1, H )=0. In the first case, +f (1, H )=2 and P
contains r(r2&1)6 copies of V. Therefore,
:
H # (F1)






(F2). Let Bf be the set of Borel subgroups of L which are fixed by f.
Then B # Bf if and only if B is the stabilizer in L of a point of PV which
is fixed by f. There are r+1 such B, and the intersection of any two
of them does not contain an r-element. Fix one B # Bf . Set FB=
[HB : H # (F2)] and F*B =[HB : H # Pf"FB]. Then
:
H # (F2)
+f (1, H )=(r+1) :
H # FB
+f (1, H )=&(r+1) :
H # F*B
+f (1, H ).
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Now H # F*B if and only if H fixes the point of PV fixed by B and one other
point, which is also fixed by f. There are r such other points, and the stabi-
lizer in L of any two points is cyclic of order (q&1)2. Therefore,
1{H # F*B if and only if H is contained in one of r groups Z$Z (q&1)2 .
If we take a double sum as in (F1) and adjust for counting the identity
subgroup r times, we get
:
H # F*B




+f (1, H )=r2&1.
(F3). Let H$A4 with H # Pf . Set N=NL(H )$S4 . Then N # Pf and
there is some Klein 4-group V IN with V # Pf . If V 3 P, then f acts on
N as conjugation by some transposition t # N. It is straightforward to verify
that +f (1, H)=2=&+f (1, N ). It remains to consider the case NP. In
this case, +f (1, H )=+(1, H )=4 and +f (1, N )=+(1, N )=&12. Since P
contains r(r2&1)24 copies of S4 , we get
:
H # (F3)




(F4). Let H$A5 with H # Pf . Since all copies of A5 in L are conjugate
in A=Aut(L) and P=CL( f ) contains an A5 , ( f, H )$Z2_A5 . There-
fore, if H 3 P, f acts on H like conjugation by some involution t # H. Let
K<H be normalized by t. Then (t, K )<H, since otherwise 1<K IH.
It now follows from the application of Weisner’s theorem to the dual of
the lattice of subgroups of H normalized by t that +f (1, H )=0. If HP




+f (1, H )=&r(r2&1).
(F5) Let H$PGL2(r) with H # Pf . Since H is conjugate to P in A,
( f, H) $Z2_PGL2(r). Therefore, if H{P, f acts on H as conjugation by
some involution t # H. Let K$L2(r) with K IH. If t # H"K, then the
only complement to t in the lattice of subgroups of H fixed by t is K, so
by Crapo’s complement theorem, +f (1, H )=+f (1, t) +f (1, K )=&+f (1, K )
and +f (1, H )++f (1, K)=0. If t # K, then the argument used in (F4) shows
that +f (1, H )=+f (1, K )=0. It remains to examine H=P. Let Q IP with
Q$L2(r). If r#1 or 7 (mod 8) then +f (1, Q)=2 |Q| and +f (1, P)=0. If
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r#3 or 5 (mod 8) then +f (1, Q)=+f (1, P)=|Q|. In either case, +f (1, Q)+
+f (1, P)=2 |Q|=r(r2&1). This gives
:
H # (F5)
+f (1, H )=r(r2&1).
Adding the totals for (F1)(F5) gives the desired result. K
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